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• Reactive power is an ancillary services product that
maintains the stability of the electric transmission grid by
providing voltage support.

Reactive power is a critical component of
operating an alternating current (AC)
electricity system and is required to control
system voltage within appropriate ranges for
efficient and reliable operation of the
transmission system. At times generators or
other resources must either supply or
consume reactive power for the
transmission system to maintain voltage
levels required to reliably supply electricity
from generation to load.

- Reactive Power Capability Compensation,
Notice of Inquiry, 177 FERC ¶ 61, 118 at P4
(2021)



FERC Orders
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• FERC Order No. 888 – FERC included reactive power purchased from
generation resources as one of the six ancillary services that transmission
owners must include in an open access transmission tariff, and established
power factor requirements in interconnection agreements.

• 2003 FERC clarification – if a transmission owner pays its own generation
for reactive power, it must also pay interconnected generators for reactive
power.

• Series of proceedings followed to determine the just and reasonable rate for
reactive power services

• 2016 FERC eliminated the exemption for non-synchronous generators
from the requirement to provide reactive power

• Non-synchronous generators became required to provide reactive power, but
could also receive compensation for that power

• November 2021 – Reactive NOI – requesting industry input on a list of
questions regarding the current state of reactive power compensation in
wholesale electricity markets.



FERC Staff Reports
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• August 2003 New York Blackout – the Joint US-Canada task
force found “insufficient reactive power was n issue in the blackout.”

• In response, FERC Chairman Pat Wood convened a task force to
develop “principles for efficient and reliable reactive power supply
and consumption,”

• Result = FERC Staff report outlining current status of reactive power
supply and policies, as well as suggestions for change.

• 2010 Report – status of reactive power compensation in the
organized and bilateral wholesale electricity markets

• Wide variety of compensation methods exist:
• Treating reactive power as an uncompensated service
• Fixing a stated rate in the tariff – generator is compensated at a

flat rate that does not relate to the specific characteristics of a
generation facility

• AEP Methodology – takes into account the facility’s specific
characteristics



The AEP Methodology
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• Primary way to compensate generators for reactive 
power in regions that calculate compensation based on 
the generator’s physical characteristics.

• 3 + 1 components of a generation plant related to 
producing reactive power:

• Generator and its exciter;
• Generator step-up transformer (GSU); and
• Accessory electric equipment that supports the operation of the

generator-exciter
• Additional category: considers the remaining total production

investment required to provide real power and operate the exciter.



The AEP Methodology, con’t
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• Because these components produce both real and
reactive power, AEP developed an allocation factor to
sort the annual revenue requirements of these
components between real and reactive power
production.

• Requires FERC filing and often, litigation/settlement.
• FERC’s Notice of Inquiry raises 

new questions about whether 
FERC will modify the AEP 
Methodology.



Litigation Under AEP Methodology
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Step 1:  Generator makes filing with FERC
 Requested rate
 Supported by testimony
 Explaining costs of all 3+1 categories 

Step 2: Parties intervene and comment or protest
 Not very common, but possible 

Step 3: FERC makes a decision within 60 days 
 FERC order usually approves subject to refund
 Sets for hearing and settlement proceedings

Step 4: Parties enter into settlement negotiations
 FERC Trial Staff represents public interest

Step 5: Hearing if settlement isn’t successful



Current Compensation Models 
and Potential Changes



Current Compensation Models and Potential 
Changes
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• Compensation models vary
• The AEP Methodology provides the greatest degree of 

specificity in compensating an individual generator (or fleet of 
comparable generators) for its actual investment costs, and 
consistency in the payment.

• The flat rate compensation methodology that take lost 
opportunity costs into account recognize that a generator 
providing reactive power may lose the opportunity to sell real 
power into the market.

• Models that compensate only for the provision of reactive 
power when called upon provide the least amount of 
investment recovery to developers and the greatest potential 
variability in the actual payment.



PJM Interconnection, L.L.C.



PJM
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• Utilizes the AEP Methodology
• FERC filing pursuant to Section 205 of the FPA
• Normally set for hearing and settlement judge proceedings 

but most are settled.  When litigation occurs, it can take over 
two years.

• Past few years, a number of applicants have sought, and 
received, reactive power compensation under the AEP
Methodology.



PJM
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Graph showing a sampling of requested and settled compensation



PJM: RCPTF 
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• In 2021, PJM initiated Reactive Power Compensation
Senior Task Force (“RPCTF”).

• Tasked with examining PJM’s existing reactive power 
compensation model and determining whether changes 
should be made.

• 13 months of meetings
• December 2022 – Task Force polled whether a change

should be made to the current system
• Six potential packages presented to stakeholders

• Zero compensation as a separate service
• Status quo
• Various forms of flat rate.



PJM: Outcome of RCPTF Poll 
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Poll Results posted December 23, 2022
• 62% of members did not believe a change was needed
• 82% of those voting did not believe a change was needed
• 81% of members believed a cost-of-service model should be 

utilized
• 84% of members indicated the AEP Methodology was “a 

reasonable accurate determination for generator reactive 
costs”

• 69% voted no to a flat rate
• Only package to receive more than 20-28% support was the 

Clean Energy Caucus recommendation – incorporates a flat 
rate per technology, which would eliminate the need for 
individual filings at FERC 



PJM: Current RPCTF Status
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Revisiting packages to determine if a proposal can move forward 

• Package B, Clean Energy Coalition, flat rate based on resource 
type 

• Package E, PJM, flat rate based on availability and demonstrated 
capability 

• Package G, PJM, same as Package E except after a transition 
period, counts only capability outside of 0.95 leading/lagging 
requirement in ISA 

• Package F, IMM, compensation only in the market with EAS offset 
in capacity market eliminated 

• Package H, IMM, flat rate with EAS offset in capacity market set to 
the flat rate 



Midcontinent Independent 
System Operator, Inc.



MISO
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• Relied upon the AEP Methodology 
• Generator wishing to receive reactive power compensation in 

MISO must file an application with FERC pursuant to FPA 
section 205, and provide notice to MISO.



MISO
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Graph showing a sampling of requested and settled compensation



MISO
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• In comments on the Reactive NOI, the MISO Transmission Owners
asserted that MISO should adopt a reactive performance
compensation methodology, similar to the approach used in SPP,
rather than a reactive capability compensation methodology.

• Reactive Performance Methodology
• Generators are compensated when they are called upon by the

ISO/RTO or other transmission provider to actually provide reactive
power, rather than being compensated for the ability to provide
reactive power in general.

• Since generators may or may not be called upon to provide reactive
power, a reactive performance compensation model results in highly
variable and less predictable compensation, compared to a reactive
performance capability model that compensates the generator at a
set level (based on expected availability) regardless of how often it
is called upon.



MISO: Termination of Payment 
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• November 11, 2022 – MISO Transmission Owners circulated notice that they 
intended to file with FERC to eliminate from MISO tariff the provision allowing 
for reactive power compensation within the standard power factor range.

• Indicated providing at least 30 days’ notice of their intent to file.
• November 30, 2022 – MISO and the MISO TOs filed, in Docket No. ER23-523, 

to remove obligation for MISO Transmission Owners to pay reactive power 
compensation under Schedule 2 to its own affiliated generators

• Terminates the MISO TOs’ obligation to pay reactive power compensation to all generators 
under Schedule 2, as of December 1, 2022.  

• MISO asserts that if a generator is directed to provide reactive power outside of 
the standard power factor range, the generator will be compensated based on 
existing tariff mechanisms. 

• Make-whole payment mechanisms in Model C and Schedule 27 of the MISO Tariff.
• MISO claims the manual dispatch for voltage support is rare and has not occurred in the 

past 3 years.

• 15 sets of comments or protests have been filed, many strongly opposing the 
proposal.



MISO: FERC Acts
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• FERC approved MISO’s proposal on January 27, 2023
• Obligation remains to provide 0.95 leading/lagging 
• Compensation through tariff for reactive power outside 

standard power factor band
• FERC found where Transmission Owners do not compensate 

their own generators, are not obligated to compensate 3rd

parties 
• Commissioner Danly dissented, noted $220 million in reactive 

payments annually 
• Commissioner Clements concurred, noting lack of MISO 

stakeholder process and MISO should consider “more 
effective alternatives” to reactive compensation. 

• Parties sought rehearing 



ISO New England, Inc.



ISO New England
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• Compensates generators for reactive power capability 
at a flat rate that is multiplied by the resource’s tested 
reactive power capability.

• Does not require a FERC filing to receive reactive power 
compensation.

• Requires resource owners 
submit a completed Qualified 
Reactive Resource (“QRR”) 
Request Form and provide 
accompanying data.



ISO New England Tariff Requirements
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• To be eligible, a resource must be designated as either 
a generator or non-generator QRR.

• Generator is eligible to be designated as a QRR if it meets 
criteria set forth in the tariff.
• Market participant interconnected to ISO-NE system 
• Metered and dispatched by ISO-NE, or otherwise subject 

to ISO-NE’s operational control.
• Capable of providing measurable dynamic reactive power 

voltage support.
• Meet reactive power testing requirements.
• Provide accurate reactive capability data.

• Non-generator resources may also qualify as a QRR if they 
are capable of providing reactive power.



ISO New England Tariff Compensation
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Pursuant to Schedule 2 of the ISO-NE Tariff, the flat rate at which QRRs are 
compensated for reactive power capability is comprised of the following four elements:
• Flat rate for capacity costs – designed to compensate for fixed capital costs 

related to providing reactive power
• Rate determined annually based on the formula of Adjusted Capacity Cost Rate * Min (1, (1.2 

* Forecast Peak Adjusted Reference Load for the year/(SUM of all Qualified Reactive 
Resources’ Summer Seasonal Claimed Capability)).

• 2022 the rate was $1,1012/kVAR
• 2021 the rate was $1.0934/kVAR

• Variable rate for lost opportunity costs – for generators which are dispatched 
down by ISO-NE to provide reactive power 

• Calculated pursuant to Market Rule 1 of the Tariff

• Variable rate for energy consumed (cost of energy consumed) to produce the 
reactive power

• Equals the cost of additional energy to produce or absorb reactive power at zero real power 
output that would not have been consumed if the resource were not dispatched to provide 
VAR service.

• Calculated on an hourly basis and = (MWhUnit * (LMP or actual energy cost)

• Variable rate for costs for the resource to come online or increase its output 
above its economic loading point, calculated as the Cost of Energy Produced.

• Based on the portion of the Net Commitment Period Compensation to be paid to the resource 
for the day per Market Rule 1.



New York ISO



New York ISO Tariff 
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• Does not require a FERC filing to receive reactive power 
compensation.

• Compensation requests are processed by NYISO following the 
submission of a Voltage Support Service (“VSS”) Qualification Form 
and required documentation.

• VSS Requirements: 
• Suppliers must be able to produce and absorb reactive power within 

tested reactive capability range, maintain a specific voltage level, 
and have functioning automatic voltage controlling equipment. 

• Supplier must be under NYISO’s operational control, and 
successfully perform required testing.



NYISO Compensation 
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• Generators compensated at a stated rate.
• $3,919/MVAR for 15 years (2002 – 2017) but only paid for lagging 

power

• Rate now compensates for both leading and lagging power, 
resulting in an increase to most generators, and is adjusted annually 
based on the Consumer Price Index. 

• 2022 compensation was $2,965.84/MVAR

• Generators receiving compensation must demonstrate their leading 
and lagging reactive power capability annually through a reactive 
power test or operational data.



Southwest Power Pool, Inc.



SPP
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• Compensates generators for the reactive 
power they provide when called upon, rather 
than for possessing the capability to provide 
such power.

• Generators receive a highly variable reactive 
payment that is dependent on how often they 
are called upon.

• A “Qualified Generator” is a generator 
• Capable of producing reactive power outside 

the 0.95 leading to 0.95 lagging range
• Able to respond to dispatch instructions
• Able to transmit data regarding its provision 

of reactive power
• Does not permit non-generator resources, 

such as storage, to provide reactive power. 



SPP
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• Compensates in the amount of $2.26/MVAR-hour 
• Rate has not changed in almost a decade 

• Generators not eligible to recover lost opportunity 
costs by default as part of reactive compensation

• No compensation for cost of producing reactive power 
(energy consumed or produced). 

• If generator stops producing real power to provide 
reactive power at SPP’s request, that generator will be 
compensated at the tariff-specified rate regardless of the 
prevailing LMP at the time it stops producing real power.

• Potentially result in a financial loss at times when 
market prices are high.



Electric Reliability Council 
of Texas



ERCOT
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• Requires generators and energy 
storage resources to provide voltage 
support.

• With certain specified exceptions, 
ERCOT requires generation 
resources and energy storage 
resources to provide leading and 
lagging reactive capability equivalent 
to a 0.95 power factor. (ERCOT Nodal 
Protocols § 3.15)

• Requirement exists for all such 
resources with a gross generating 
unit rating greater than 20 MVA that 
are connected to transmission 
facilities. 



ERCOT
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• For inverter-based resources like wind and solar power, the ERCOT 
Protocols require that reactive power be available at all MW output levels 
at or above 10% of the facility’s nameplate capacity.

• When an inverter-based resource is operating below 10% of its nameplate 
capacity and is unable to support voltage at its interconnection point, 
ERCOT or a transmission provider may require that resource to 
disconnect from the ERCOT system to maintain reliability.

• A generator and transmission provider may enter into an agreement in 
which the generator compensates the transmission provider to provide 
voltage support on the generator’s behalf to meet the reactive power 
requirements in the ERCOT Protocols. (ERCOT Nodal Protocols § 3.15(12))



ERCOT
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• ERCOT Nodal Protocols Section 6.6.7.1 
provides for voltage support service 
payments.  

• Generators are eligible for reactive 
compensation only if ERCOT issues a 
dispatch instruction.

• If ERCOT instructs a generator to exceed its 
unit reactive limit and the generator provides
reactive power, then ERCOT compensates 
the unit at a price that recognizes the avoided 
cost of reactive support resources on the 
transmission network.

• If ERCOT directs a reduction in real power to 
provide additional reactive capability, then 
that reduction is compensated as a lost 
opportunity payment.



California Independent 
System Operator 



CAISO
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• Compensates generators for reactive power 
produced outside of the standard power 
factor of 0.95 leading or lagging.

• Pursuant to its tariff, CAISO may request 
generators to provide reactive power outside 
of standard power factor, and will 
compensate generators based on the 
opportunity cost of foregone sales of real 
power.  

• Generators must qualify to provide reactive 
power to CAISO, in the same manner they 
qualify to provide other ancillary services.

• 2017 – FERC agreed with CAISO that further 
payments for reactive power are not required.

• No changes are currently pending or 
proposed to CAISO’s compensation model.



FERC Notice of Inquiry



FERC Notice of Inquiry
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• 2021 – FERC issued a notice of inquiry asking for the industry’s 
input on reactive power compensation and market design.

• FERC identified several flaws in the current methodologies, 
including reliance on the AEP Methodology.
• Static and does not take into account potential degradation of a 

facility’s production over time.
• Once a facility is granted a particular cost-based rate for its 

reactive power, that rate remains in place indefinitely.
• Created to determine the reactive output of a fleet of 

synchronous generators and does not properly account for non-
synchronous resources such as wind and solar.

• Given the requirements of the AEP Methodology and the lack of 
cost-based data from companies that often operate under 
market-based rate authority, facilities that sought reactive 
compensation frequently ended up in time-consuming and 
expensive litigation.



FERC Notice of Inquiry
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• FERC received over 50 sets of initial & reply comments.
• All the ISO/RTOs filed an update on their current compensation models.
• Developers and other interested stakeholders filed comments regarding 

potential considerations FERC should consider.
• Group of renewable developers argued the AEP Methodology is the 

preferred alternative that permits developers to recover its full 
investment in the asset, and is readily applicable to inverter-based 
resources.

• Coalition of clean energy interests argued FERC should adopt an AEP
Methodology template that would establish a “streamlined, formulaic 
approach to compensating all resources for the provision of reactive 
power.”

• PJM Independent Market Monitor argued that the market does not need 
separate cost of service compensation for reactive power, and 
resources fully recover their investment in the market.

• No signal if intends to pursue further consideration of a 
rulemaking regarding reactive power.



Conclusion 
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• Reactive power provides synchronous and non-
synchronous generators, as well as other forms of non-
generation resources capable of providing reactive 
power, with a potential additional revenue stream.

• While the various compensation models may be 
complicated and technical, resources capable of 
providing this valuable service to the grid should pursue 
qualification.

• While revenues seem uncertain or complicated, 
particularly as compared to the potential regulatory 
burden of the qualification process, the potential 
additional revenue may be valuable in areas where 
energy and capacity payments are lower.
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